
Modelling the Food 
Zones 

Underpinning the work of Growing Communities is our vision 
for a better food and farming system.  It’s in the form of a 

diagram called the Food Zones  



Size of plots 
 available, scale of  
operation, degree of  
mechanisation required  
and the carbon intensity of  
distribution increase.  
  

1: URBAN 
TRADED 5% 

Salads , leafy 
greens, fruit 

2: PERI-URBAN 

LAND 17.5% 

Fruit and veg: 
horticulture, some  field 

scale 

3: RURAL HINTERLAND 
Within 100 miles 

 35% 

Mainly field-scale. Some 
arable , livestock, 

agroforestry, orchards  

Mainly arable, livestock, agroforestry. With 
legumes to provide N as well as food for  

people and animals 

4: REST OF UK 20% 

5: REST OF EUROPE 15% 

Fruit and hungry-gap veg 

6: FURTHER AFIELD 5% 

Spices, coffee, tea, chocolate, tropical fruit 

THE FOOD ZONES: A VISION FOR A BETTER FOOD AND FARMING SYSTEM 
The Food Zone looks at how much of which foods we could be sourcing from different zones, starting with the urban areas in which most of us live  - raising what it is 
best to raise as close as we can and then moving outwards taking into account the factors shown. The kind of  farms, diet and  trading systems  we would need are 
shown in  the  purple boxes.  At the bottom is a  snap shot  of the  ‘worldview’ that  frames the vision and the principles that  underpin it .  

TRADING  & DISTRIIBUTION 
Community-led retail systems prioritise local  and 
direct sourcing while encompassing the global – 
enabling urban growers, rural farmers, larger 
operations, wholesalers, and imports to exist in 
harmony. Farms  are directly connected to the urban 
communities they feed, enabling supply chains to be 
shortened and communities to source increasing 
amounts from closer to where they live. People are 
reconnected with farming;  involved with the 
production, trading and celebration of food.   
 Food is sourced sustainably  
 Trade is fair: 
o Farmers are paid a fair price  for producing planet 

friendly food.  
o Food is affordable  (but not ‘cheap’) 
o Workers are paid living wages. 
o Retailers invest in their communities 
 Distribution is low carbon  
 

PRINCIPLES  

Perishability 
of produce 

decreases  as 
you move 

further away 
from where 

it will be 
consumed.  

Grazing animals can be included 
where this makes sense. Pigs & 
chickens can be fitted into 
mixed farming systems where 
they can use waste and  
provide fertility 

  

Population of urban centres likely to 
reduce as some city dwellers move  

to zones further out to get 
 involved in farming and the  

need for human ‘power’  
becomes more  

significant. 

DIETS/DEMAND   
 Reflect the seasons and how much of which foods 

can best be produced where. 
 Are mainly fresh and minimally processed 
 Are mainly plant based 
 Minimise  waste 
 Provide everyone with ‘enough’. 

  

SUPPLY/FARMS  
 Low input: organic or near as 
 Predominantly small  to medium scale  

(appropriate and human scale) 
 Mixed and diverse 
 Utilise human skills and labour, backed up by 

appropriate technology and machine 
 Grounded in sound science 

Soil type, 
climate, 

what 
grows best 

where is 
taken 
 into 

account.  
  

Infrastructure:  
retail, abattoirs 

   and food processing 
facilities exist in all 

zones as appropriate.  

80% Self sufficiency, 20% Imports  

WORLDVIEW Control reclaimed Limits respected Balance & subsidiarity applied Productivity redefined 

Planet friendly food Transformative trade Building community Changing the big picture 

More than Profit Fair pricing 



THE CURRENT FOOD SYSTEM:: this needs updating and it might make sense to do this as part of this project  

Price of oil means machines 
make more economic sense 
than people,  energy intensity  
of transport/distribution is a 
less significant factor than it 
should be  

Cheap transportation, 
refrigeration and ability to 
extend shelf life has made 

perishablity of produce much 
less significant 

  

Less than 1% 
of UK 

population 
involved in 
farming ( In 
1939 almost 
15% of the 
population 

were 
employed in 

farming).  
  

  

Increasingly 
dominated by 

intensive 
livestock 

production  

  

As farming operations have 
scaled up local 

infrastructure has been 
dismantled  

  

FARMING 
 Increasingly large scale: currently we have 200,000 

farms and the largest farms (over 100 hectares) 
which account for 20% of the total number of farms, 
take up 74% of the agricultural land. (Agriculture in 
the UK, Defra 2011).  In 1939 the majority of farms 
were less than 40 hectares.  

 Increasingly monocultural  
 Increasingly reliant on  artificial fertiliser, pesticides, 

herbicides and GM. Less than 4% of UK agricultural 
land is organic 

 Increasingly mechanised requiring less and less 
human skill and labour,  

 

DIET 
 Consumer demand apparently dictates what is 

produced – the customer gets what the customer 
wants.  

 Worldwide:  over  1 billion obese, I billion under or 
mal nourished 

 30% of food wasted  (in the global north this is 
mainly post consumer) 

 Perpetual summer: any food, any time, any where 
 Increasing meat consumption  
 Highly processed 
 

  TRADING SYSTEMS  
Farming increasing dominated by large-scale 
operations geared up to supply supermarkets and 
commodity markets . People are increasingly 

disconnected from food and farming. Supermarkets 

control over 90% of the food trade.  
 Price to the farmer: the nature of the supermarket 

business model drives down the price to producers 

and exerts pressure on farming operations to scale 

up, standardise, intensify and increase 

mechanisation.   

 

Farming operations have increasingly 
consolidated in specific areas due to 
need to supply large-scale commodity 
markets 

55% Self sufficiency, 45% Imports  

 

 

 

 

 

WORLDVIEW 1 2 3 6 4 5 



What needs to change in order to get from one to the other?  

Farming/production 
• Reduce the fossil fuels, artificial fertilisers and pesticides.  
• Increase renewable energy and make more use of animal and people power.  
• Back this up with the appropriate technologies and machines.  
• Work to restore the birds and the bees, the soil microflora and fauna. 
 
Processing, distribution and trading  
• Shorten supply chains and drastically increase production based on human-scale, mixed farms 

located in and around urban areas. 
• Build appropriately scaled trading relationships - start from the local and work out to global 

while enabling micro producers, small farmers, coops, larger farms and imports to exist in 
harmony. 

• Put in place infrastructure to support the above:  
 
Consumption 
• Adjust diets to reflect how much of what kinds of foods can best be produced. Aim for all to 

have ‘enough’ and to minimise waste.  
• Re-connect people with food and farming - involve them in the consumption, production, 

trading and celebration of sustainable food 
 
Overall: Fill the zones with practical alternatives:  farms, projects and enterprises and ensure they 
multiply.  Build connections and cooperation as opportunities emerge.  (bit like the railways! 



I’d like to explore how it might be 
possible to model the Food Zones in 
order to both show that it is 
theoretically achievable and what it 
might look like for London. (A 
potentially huge and complex 
project but I’m thinking more back 
of the envelope than PhD).  



Back of the envelope methodology? 

• Identify area of land in each zone that could in theory be  used for raising food. 

• Clarify assumptions about the ideal  model /s of farming  that  could be applied in each zone eg 

1. Urban: salads, leafy greens and fruits/berries (ha! With wine, this turns out to be the ideal Alzheimer prevention diet… must 
track down that article mentioned by Nicole) 

2. Peri-urban : covered  and field scale 

3. Rural  hinterland : field  scale horticulture,  mixed farms with default livestock producing some  arable?, agro forestry  

4. UK: pasture fed  cattle and sheep.  What to do  about arable?  (much less  of it needed or ideal in  diet anyway). Rotations/silvo? 
Ie  live stock, grass, legume  and  arable  combos., agroforestry  

• Find the best practice examples of the kind of farming systems we mean. ie farming and growing systems that already meet the principle 
and factors (or near  as damn It). Start with some of our own farmers and producers,. OR if no examples available in the zone Itself, find 
examples in other temperate areas that would fit the bill.  

• Then measure their yields ,inputs  (focus  on energy , possibly water) and  outputs  (focus on jobs, biodiversity, climate gases, and  soil 
quality/carbon/humus  . Ie use our definition of productivity )  

• Extrapolate these up to fill the whole area available. Ie follow what we say in the theory of change – find examples and get them to 
multiply, fast!   

(NB See LWA/Rebecca’s production figures???) There  must be enough out there by now.  Obviously they may not have good figures on yields 
etc…and we’d need to decide which of the factors to prioritise (Chris  Smaje has useful stuff on this.  Climate Friendly Food might be able to help) 

• Work out what the result would  be if all  this food  was  traded and distributed according to the factors and principles laid out in the food 
zones.  Ie assume it is grown close to the place it will be sold, consumed in season, with minimal waste in the system overall etc.  

• Divide between the population of the area in question 

 What diet does that provide 

 How many climate gases 

 How much energy used  

 How much water used  

 How many jobs created 

 Impact on biodiversity  

 Impact on soil degradation 

• How does this  compare to current  situation  - is there already an analysis we can  use of  do we need to do a similar analysis  for the 
monochrome Food Zone.   

 

Hmm – perhaps not quite so back of the envelope….. 



It’s a theoretical extrapolation but based on real – not modelled – examples.  And it has the potential to look at the 
whole system (ie London’s food system) through a number of variables in one go.  Strength is to use actual  examples  
not ‘typical’ holdings .  Look for the best examples to start with (which may initially mean ones we  can most easily get 
data from…..), then add more examples and adjustments to the overall figures as more real examples emerge/are 
quantified.  

 
• So we find at least one actual example in each zone.  ie we visit a holding/get the figures (once  metrics and  

methodology  have been agreed) then these are extrapolated up for that zone.   
 

• Ideally we’d use some of the farmers and growers that we trade with through our box scheme and farmers’ 
market.  Each example could then be physically mapped onto the  food zone diagram in the appropriate place. 
(I’m seeing this appearing on-line).     
 

• Once we have an example  (or a number  of  examples ) in each zone we can then  make  assumptions about the  
proportion of each example in each zone in order to calculate the  figures for that zone .  (These proportions are 
part of the metrics that can be played with later.) 
 

• Then we apply the  ‘target’ figures for each zone  to come up the total  for the  whole system.   Total calories  and  
types of food  produced by the whole system - along with the associated inputs and outputs  - depending on 
which ones we decide to measure. (These  target figures can also be adjusted adjusted)  
 

• Then divide by population to get diet for each person.  (Assumptions  on population may  need to be adjusted to 
allow for people to move to rural areas  to get involved in farming and the reinvigorated rural economies) 
 

• We could then invite other producers to provide us with their figures  -or challenge others to come up with better 
examples.  These could then be incorporated into the zone analysis and we could see how it changes the picture 
overall. Those  examples would in turn also appear on the food zone map… and so on. We’d go through each zone 
looking for one good example first and then keep adding in  more (and mapping them) as they emerged.   
 

• The food zones  would be populated  and  mapped before our eyes! (well not quite but I hope you get the  idea…) 
and the amounts and types of food available  could change to reflect that.   



1: URBAN 
TRADED 5% 

Salads and leafy 

greens, fruit 

2: PERI-URBAN 

LAND 17.5% 

Fruit and veg, 
horticulture, some 

field scale 

3: RURAL HINTERLAND 

Within 100 miles 

 35% 

Mainly field-scale and 

some arable and 

livestock 

Mainly arable and livestock 

4: REST OF UK 20% 

5: REST OF EUROPE 15% 

Fruit and hungry-gap veg 

6: FURTHER AFIELD 5% 

Spices, coffee, tea, chocolate, tropical fruit 

0: URBAN DOMESTIC 2.5% 

There is already lots going on! 

Home-grown and 
allotments, community 
gardens, community 
orchards.  

Urban Market gardens, Patchwork 
farms, Roof top gardens, Growing 
in the underground, railway arch 
mushrooms.   Community Food 
Growers network. 

  

Peri-urban Starter 

farms and Market 

gardens. 

Dagenham, 

Hawkwood, 

Sutton, Keach, 

Glebelands 
(Manchester) 

Small and 

medium scale 

farms. New 

farmers.  Land 
Workers Alliance 

Wholesalers and 

producer 

cooperatives .  

Farming 
examples??? 

Wholesalers and 

producer 

cooperatives  

 

Fairtrade via 

wholesalers  
(shipped) 

Trading/retail:  

new box schemes, 

community markets, 

farmer’s markets, 

wholefood and 

independent 

shops,(WholeFood 

Action), CSA 

schemes (CSA 

Network), new 

supermarket models 

(Hisbe, Unicorn), 

FarmDrops, 

Manchester Veg 

People 

 


